Amaze yourself.
Amaze the world.

CoreMotion Intern

Job Summary
The CoreMotion team has created innovative ways for users to improve their health and fitness with their devices through motion. When you exercise and move with your devices, it's the work of engineers and scientists on this team. Join CoreMotion and work with people who have created movement and health technologies. As a member of our dynamic group, you will have the rare and rewarding opportunity to shape upcoming products that will delight and inspire millions of Apple’s customers every single day. Join the Motion Software team to work on algorithm verification and validation for next generation of fitness features. In this role, you will be part of a high-energy team that has successfully delivered a wide spread of industry-leading software features including automatic workout classification, advanced pedometer features, workouts including yoga, hiking, swimming, and more!

Key Qualifications
- Proficient at one or more of the following domain: signal processing, sensor fusion, control design, robotics
- Proficient at programming in Matlab or Python for large-scale data parsing, statistical data analysis, and data/result visualization
- Laser-focused on the smallest details, ability to investigate and debug difficult problems
- Clear communication and self-driven attitude

Description
In this role, you will be exposed to a variety of tasks during your internship, including user studies and data collection, design reviews, implementation testing, algorithm testing, bug reporting and triaging. Key responsibilities of this role are:
- Challenge the design and implementation in the most logical way; design and conduct tests for algorithm verification and validation
- Develop necessary tools and data processes/analysis pipelines
- Build automation (tools and tests) for algorithm and software testing
- Participate and present in design review, code review, and test plan review

Education
Enrolled in Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, or Equivalent

Apple is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer that is committed to inclusion and diversity. We also take affirmative action to offer employment and advancement opportunities to all applicants, including minorities, women, protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities.